
Monona Terrace Environmental Assessment - 2015

Issue Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3

JDS

Request from Joe VandenPLas at 
InBusiness to discuss room tax and JDS as 
part of a bigger article on many subjects; 
Gregg requested that he pass on 
commentary for this article and suggested 
that he come back at a later date to discuss 
these issues alone; Gregg interviewed for 
Cap Times article in Jan.  Exact Sciences emerges; Hotel shrinks

WI Meetings article with Shayna 
Mace on hotel status in Madison; 
Deal signed with Bob Dunn; Hotel 
size reduced to 215-250 rooms; 
JDS/Exact Sciences project 
approved by Common Council for 
a plan to include a 216 room 
hotel; anticipated start date July 
2017 to be completed in 16 
months.  

Room Tax

Gregg working with Nick @ Mayor's 
office to diagnose potential impact; 
Commission is possible.

Structure for allocation of room 
tax will change in 2017; Mayor 
will appoint a commission that 
will determine allocation of funds 
to MTCCC.

Frank Lloyd Wright 
Heritage Trail

Staff met with Rep Mason about possible 
bill being created to support Wright 
tourism in WI 

$500,000 bill vetoed by Governor, but 
legslators are still meeting to develop 
another bill that would again request 
roughly the same amount of support but 
would be less scrutinized not going 
through the main budget process; the 
Wright sites committee is meeting with 
DOT to gain their support to admin the 
project.  

Legislators still working on a bill ; 
determining likelihood of support. 
FLW sites still pursuing meeting 
with Dept of Tourism.  

Garver Feed Mill

Potential meeting facility supported by city 
funds being discussed; Gregg lobbied for 
alternative projects; project died N/A N/A

Homelessness N/A N/A N/A

LEED

LEED re-certification applied for; 
we plan to start documentation 
right away for our 2020 LEED 
recertification; notified in Sept 
that we have met standards for 
Gold level; also nominated for 
USGBC Transformation award
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